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Abstract
Let Dn; k denote the subspace arrangement formed by all linear subspaces in Rn given by
equations of the form
1xi1 = 2xi2 =   = kxik ;
where 16i1<   <ik6n and (1; : : : ; k) 2 f+1;−1gk .
Some important topological properties of such a subspace arrangement depend on the topology
of its intersection lattice. In a previous work on a larger class of subspace arrangements by
Bjorner and Sagan (J. Algebraic Combin. 5 (1996) 291{314) the topology of the intersection
lattice L(Dn; k) =n; k turned out to be a particularly interesting and dicult case.
We prove in this paper that Pure(n; k) is shellable, hence that 

n; k is shellable for k >n=2.
Moreover, we prove that ~Hi(n; k) = 0 unless i  n − 2 (mod k − 2) or i  n − 3 (mod k − 2),
and that ~Hi(n; k) is free abelian for i  n− 2 (mod k − 2). In the special case of 2k; k we de-
termine homology completely. Our tools are generalized lexicographic shellability, as introduced
in Kozlov (Ann. Combin. 1 (1997) 67{90), and a spectral sequence method for the computation
of poset homology rst used in Hanlon (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 325 (1991) 1{37).
We state implications of our results on the cohomology of the complements of the considered
arrangements. c© 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 06A09; secondary 52B30; 05A18
1. Introduction
The study of arrangements of linear subspaces A= fA1; : : : ; Atg in Rn has attracted
considerable interest in recent years [1,3,20]. Topological invariants of a subspace
arrangement A, such as the cohomology groups of its complement MA =Rnn
St
i=1 Ai
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and the homotopy type of its link V0A = S
n−1 \ (Sti=1 Ai), have been shown to be
completely determined by purely combinatorial data of the arrangement [10,21]. Here
the crucial role is played by the set of intersections of subfamilies of A ordered by
reversed inclusion, the intersection lattice L(A). Notably the topology of this lattice
(homology groups, resp. homotopy types of its intervals) turned out to provide the
building blocks for the topological invariants of the arrangement mentioned above.
In this paper we investigate topological properties of the intersection lattice for the
arrangement Dn; k , where Dn; k denotes the subspace arrangement consisting of linear
subspaces in Rn given by equations of the form
1xi1 = 2xi2 =   = kxik
for all k-subsets 16i1<   <ik6n of f1; : : : ; ng and all sign patterns (1; : : : ; k) 2
f+1;−1gk .
A related subspace arrangement Bn; k; h is obtained from Dn; k by adding the coordinate
subspaces of codimension h
xj1 = xj2 =   = xjh = 0
for any h-subset 16j1<   <jh6n of f1; : : : ; ng.
In [6] the intersection lattice of Bn; k; h was denoted by n;k; h. Clearly Dn; k and
Bn; k; h coincide for h = k, hence L(Dn; k) =n;k; k . The special cases Bn;2; n and Dn;2
are well known as the reection hyperplane arrangements corresponding to the Coxeter
groups of type Bn, resp. Dn. Subspace arrangements of type Bn; k; h and Dn; k have
been studied as generalizations of those, continuing and extending the work that had
been done on the ‘k-equal’ arrangements An; k (resp. on their intersection lattices
L(An; k) = n;k) in [4,5,7,9], as natural generalizations of the reecting hyperplane
arrangements for Coxeter groups of type An−1. The arrangements Dn; k can be viewed
as a signed version of the ‘k-equal’ arrangements. Emphasizing this point of view we
will write n; k instead of n;k; k .
In Bjorner and Sagan [6] an extensive study of the lattices n;k; h is done. Expressions
for their Mobius functions and characteristic polynomials are given, for h<k the
lattices are shown to be lexicographically shellable and implications on the topological
type of Bn; k; h-arrangements are derived. In particular it is shown that the cohomology
of the complement is torsion-free and that it is nontrivial only in at most two (k − 2)-
periodic series. However, the arguments given in [6] do not apply for h = k, but a
similar ‘nice’ behavior for arrangements of type D was conjectured [3, Section 4].
Motivated by this, we investigate topological properties of the intersection lattice
n; k for Dn; k and derive results on its homology which together with implications on
the cohomology of the complement support the above-mentioned conjecture. It is both
from combinatorial and topological contexts that we gather our major tools.
Using the notion of generalized lexicographic shellability (EC-shellability) intro-
duced in [12] for the study of orbit arrangements we prove that Pure(n; k) (the poset
obtained by taking the union of all longest unrenable chains in n; k) is shellable.
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In particular, this implies shellability of n; k for k >n=2 and complete results on
homotopy type and homology in that case.
Our second tool is a spectral sequence converging to the homology of a poset which
was rst used by Hanlon [11] to compute the homology of generalized Dowling lattices.
We extend his presentation to higher dierentials and terms of the spectral sequence
and apply it to the lattice n; k . We derive completely the E
1-tableau which involves
a study of topological properties for certain subposets of n; k including shellability
arguments. From the tableau thus obtained we derive that for k>5 the homology of
n; k is trivial except for the dimensions of two (k − 2)-periodic series. Moreover we
conclude that the homology is torsion-free in one of these series. In the rst nonpure
case which is not covered by our EC-shellability argument mentioned above, namely
for 2k; k , we carry out the spectral sequence to its very end and derive complete
information on the homology of 2k; k .
Using the result of Goresky and MacPherson mentioned above, we deduce the impli-
cations on the cohomology of the complement of Dn; k -arrangements from our results on
the homology of their intersection lattices. For the special cases of parameters k >n=2
and n= 2k we obtain complete descriptions of the cohomology groups.
We nish the introduction by shortly sketching the contents of the article.
Section 2: Most of the general notions used in the paper are introduced. For
additional information the reader is referred to the textbooks by Stanley [18] for
combinatorial aspects and Munkres [16] for topological theory. For the topology of
posets see [2].
Section 3: We prove EC-shellability of Pure(n; k). This implies that 

n; k is shellable
for k >n=2 and that ~Hi(n; k) = 0 if n− 2k + 36i6n− k − 1 for all n; k.
Section 4: The spectral sequence associated to an order ideal in a poset and con-
verging to its homology is introduced and the occurring dierentials are considered.
Section 5: We apply the spectral sequence dened in Section 4 to the lattice n; k ,
and derive the results mentioned above using lexicographic shellability arguments on
relevant subposets.
Section 6: We compute the homology of 2k; k via the spectral sequence.
Section 7: We state consequences of our results on the cohomology of the comple-
ment of Dn; k -arrangements.
2. Basic notions and denitions
In this section we give a short summary of the notions and basic concepts used
throughout the text.
A poset P is called bounded if there exist a top element 1^ 2 P and a bottom
element 0^ 2 P such that 0^6x61^ for all x 2 P. All posets which we consider in
this text will be nite and bounded. We say that x covers y if x>y and there is
no z such that x> z>y, we denote this by x ! y. We call x 2 P an atom if x
covers 0^. We say that C P is a chain if any two elements of C are comparable
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and we call C P an antichain if no two elements in C are comparable. For a nite
poset P we will denote its order complex by (P). We discuss simplicial homology of
order complexes of posets with integer coecients and denote it H(P) to replace the
lengthy notation H((P);Z). However, we will switch to reduced homology, ~H(P),
whenever it serves to formulate results in a convenient form. We say that P is pure if
(P) is a pure complex. Let Pure(P) denote the poset that is dened on the elements
of longest unrenable chains in P with the following order relation: x>y in Pure(P) if
x>y in P and there exists a longest unrenable chain c in P that contains both x and y.
This notation was rst introduced in [12, Denition 4.4] to study the intersection lattices
of orbit arrangements. It is easy to see, that Pure(P) is always a pure poset, hence is
left as an exercise.
Denition 2.1. A simplicial complex  is called shellable if its facets can be arranged
in a linear order F1; F2; : : : ; Ft such that the subcomplex (
Sk−1
i=1 Fi) \ Fk is pure and
(dim Fk − 1)-dimensional for all k = 2; : : : ; t. Such an ordering of facets is called a
shelling order.
We call a poset shellable if its order complex is shellable. We state in addition the
basic notions and results on lexicographic shellability in the case of nonpure bounded
posets as given by Bjorner and Wachs [7,8] (see also [3, Section 2]). We will need
this in the sequel for our discussion of subposets of n; k .
Denition 2.2. Let P denote a nite, bounded poset, C(P) the set of cover relations
x  y in P,  a totally ordered set. A map  : C(P) !  is called an EL-labeling
on P if the following conditions hold for any interval (a; b) in P:
(i) There is a unique maximal chain  (a;b) : a<x0<   <xt <b in (a; b) with
strictly increasing labels, (a x0)<(x0  x1)<   <(xt  b) .
(ii)  (a;b)   0 for any other maximal chain  0 in (a; b), where  denotes lexico-
graphic order on the label sequences of maximal chains.
The existence of an EL-labeling on a poset implies its shellability; P is called lexi-
cographically shellable in that case. We collect the main consequences in the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.3. Let P denote a nite; bounded poset which admits an EL-labeling  :
C(P)! . Then
(1) P is shellable; it has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres; hence is free
in homology. Its tth reduced Betti number equals the number of maximal chains   :
0^<x0<   <xt < 1^ with weakly decreasing labels; (0^ x0)>(x0  x1)>   >
(xt  1^).
(2) There is a homology class   in ~Ht(P) for each maximal chain   of length
t + 2 with weakly decreasing label sequence; having a representative which is up to
boundaries uniquely determined by the fact that   has coecient +1 in   whereas
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no other maximal chain with weakly decreasing label sequence occurs. The homology
classes   form a basis of ~Ht(P).
To simplify later discussions we agree to call a chain in a labeled poset increasing,
(resp. decreasing), if its sequence of edge-labels strictly increases, (resp. weakly de-
creases). Whenever we consider an order on maximal chains it will be the lexicographic
order on their label sequences, read from bottom to top of the chains.
A nite collection A = fA1; : : : ; Atg of linear proper subspaces in Rn is called a
subspace arrangement. The intersection lattice L(A) of an arrangement A is the
collection of all intersections Ai1 \    \ Aip , 16i1<   <ip6t, ordered by reverse
inclusion, x6y , y x, and extended by a unique minimal element 0^.
First we dene the ‘k-equal’ arrangementAn; k . It is the subspace arrangement formed
by all linear subspaces which are given by equations of the form
xi1 =   = xik
for k-subsets 16i1<   <ik6n of f1; : : : ; ng. These arrangements have been studied
in [4,5,9].
Next we dene a related arrangement Bn; k; h. It is the subspace arrangement consisting
of linear subspaces of Rn given by equations of the form
1xi1 = 2xi2 =   = kxik
for all k-subsets 16i1<   <ik6n of f1; : : : ; ng and all sign patterns (1; : : : ; k) 2
f+1;−1gk together with coordinate subspaces of codimension h
xj1 = xj2 =   = xjh = 0
for any h-subset 16j1<   <jh6n of f1; : : : ; ng.
Finally, we dene Dn; k = Bn; k; k . Let n;k := L(An; k), n;k; h := L(Bn; k; h) and
n; k :=L(Dn; k), stressing the fact that Dn; k can be viewed as a signed version of the
‘k-equal’ arrangement An; k . The main purpose of this paper is to study the topology
of the lattice n; k .
There is a convenient way to interpret the elements of the lattices n;k; h resp. n; k=
n;k; k with the help of signed graphs.
We dene a signed graph to be a graph G on a vertex set V (G) = f1; : : : ; ng with
E(G) consisting of edges of three dierent kinds:
1. ‘positive’ edges between vertices i and j, denoted by ij+;
2. ‘negative’ edges between vertices i and j, denoted by ij−;
3. ‘half edges’ with only one endpoint i, denoted by ih.
The idea is that edges ij+, ij− and ih correspond to the equations xi = xj, xi =−xj
and xi = 0. We dene a complete unbalanced graph KuV on the vertex set V by
E(KuV ) = fij+; ij−; jh j i; j 2 Vg:
This graph corresponds to the linear subspace given by equations xi = 0 for all i 2 V .
Also we dene a complete balanced graph KbV;W on the vertex set V _[W by
E(KbV;W ) = fij+ j i; j 2 Vg [ fij+ j i; j 2 Wg [ fij− j i 2 V; j 2 Wg:
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This graph corresponds to the linear subspace given by equations xi=xj for all i; j 2 V
and all i; j 2 W and equations xi =−xj for all i 2 V; j 2 W .
Every element of the lattice n;k; h is an intersection of some linear subspaces dened
by equations of the form described above. We state a description of lattice elements
in terms of signed graphs which follows from the work of Zaslavsky [19].
Theorem 2.4. The lattice n;k; h is isomorphic to the lattice consisting of the signed
graphs G such that V (G) = f1; : : : ; ng and
1. every connected component of G is a complete balanced or unbalanced graph;
2. every complete balanced component is either a single vertex or of size at least k;
3. there is at most one unbalanced component; and if it exists; then it is of size at
least h.
The graphs are partially ordered by inclusion of their sets of signed edges.
To each element a 2 n;k; h viewed as a signed graph we can associate a set partition
U=A1= : : : =Am of f1; : : : ; ng, U being the (possibly empty) vertex set of the unbalanced
component, Ai being the vertex sets of balanced and trivial components. Whenever we
are only concerned with properties of the associated set partitions we will switch to
the interpretation of lattice elements in terms of partitions, talking about balanced and
unbalanced blocks respectively.
3. Shellability of Pure(±n; k)
The notion of EC-shellability generalizes the notion of the usual lexicographic
(or EL-) shellability; therefore it is often referred to as generalized lexicographic
shellability. The following denition rst appeared in [12, Denition 3.1] and was
used there to study the topology of orbit arrangements.
Denition 3.1. We say that a pure poset P has an edge compatible labeling, or for
short just EC-labeling, if we can label edges with elements of a poset  so that in
any interval all maximal chains have dierent labels and the following condition is
satised:
Condition (EC): For any interval (x; t), any maximal chain c in (x; t) and y; z 2
c, such that x<y<z< t, if cj(x; z) is lexicographically least in (x; z) and cj(y; t) is
lexicographically least in (y; t), then c is lexicographically least in (x; t).
It was proved in [12, Proposition 3.2] that condition (EC) is equivalent to the fol-
lowing condition.
Condition (EC0): For any interval (x; t), c a maximal chain in (x; t), and y; z 2
c, such that x  y  z, if cj(x; z) is lexicographically least in (x; z) and cj(y; t) is
lexicographically least in (y; t), then c is lexicographically least in (x; t).
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Theorem 3.2 (Koylov [12, Theorems 3.5 and 3.6]). Let P denote a nite bounded
poset which admits an EC-labeling. Then
(1) P is shellable; thus it has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres and its
homology groups are torsion-free.
(2) The ith reduced Betti number of P is equal to the number of maximal lexico-
graphically worst chains of length i+2 (here a chain 0^= x0<   <xi+2 = 1^ is called
lexicographically worst if it is not lexicographically least in any interval (xj; xj+2) for
j = 0; : : : ; i).
Theorem 3.3. Pure(n; k) is EC-shellable.
Proof. We will label edges in n; k with ve dierent types of labels. Labels within
every type are ordered in a certain way which we describe below and for the labels
of dierent types we will use the following order scheme:
type 1< type 2< type 3< type 4;
while labels of type 5 will be incomparable with other labels.
To perform the labeling we use the following notations: f1; 2; : : : ; ng is the ground
set. We will denote balanced blocks by B= (B1; B2) (=(B2; B1)) where B1 and B2 are
the vertex sets of the complete positive signed subgraphs of the balanced component B.
Sometimes we will write B=[B1; B2], this means that the blocks B1 and B2 are ordered
so that maxB1<maxB2. We will denote unbalanced blocks by (C). Every element
of Pure(n; k) except for 0^ consists of exactly one block (balanced or unbalanced) of
size at least k and a number of singletons.
Let us now give the description of the types.
(1) Edges corresponding to the insertion of a singleton x into a balanced block
B= [B1; B2] such that x is joined to B1 and x<maxB2(=maxB). The label the edge
gets is (x)1.
(2a) Edges corresponding to the conversion of a balanced block B=[B1; B2] into an
unbalanced block (C) = (B1 [ B2). The label is (maxB2)2.
(2b) Edges corresponding to the insertion of singleton x into an unbalanced block
(B). The label is (x)2.
(3) Edges corresponding to the insertion of a singleton x into a balanced block
B= [B1; B2], such that x is joined to B2 and x<maxB2(=maxB). The label the edge
gets is (x)3.
(4) Edges corresponding to the insertion of a singleton x into a balanced block
B= [B1; B2] such that x>maxB2(=maxB). The label the edge gets is (x)4.
(5) Edges of the form 0^ B, where B= [B1; B2]. The label is (B1 [ B2; jB1j)5.
Next we have to specify how to order labels internally within each type. Within
types 1{4 we just take the usual order on the numbers from 1 to n. Within type 5 we
take the lexicographic order on the pairs (B; jB1j), where we have lexicographic order
on the rst component and the usual number order on the second component.
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Now both the labels and the partial orders on them are completely dened. We will
prove the following two statements.
(1) If y>x and x 6= 0^ then there is a unique increasing chain among the maximal
chains of (x; y) and it is also the lexicographically least chain.
(2) Let 0^ x  y, y<z. Consider a chain c which is maximal in (0^; z), x; y 2 c.
Assume that cj(0^;y) is lexicographically least in (0^; y) and cj(x; z) is lexicographically
least in (x; z). Then c is lexicographically least in (0^; z).
Then, by denition, the labeling we suggest is an edge compatible labeling and hence
the poset Pure(n; k) is EC-shellable.
Proof. (1) We will consider three dierent cases.
Case 1: x = B = [B1; B2], y = C = [C1; C2]. Let us observe rst that all the edges
in the interval (x; y) have labels of types 1,3 and 4. Let CnB= fx1; : : : ; xtg, such that
x1<   <xt . Pick the index s for which xs <maxB<xs+1.
Let us now describe how to obtain an increasing chain. Start with the element B.
Adjoin all of the xi’s such that i6s and xi is to be adjoined to B1 in increasing
order. Then adjoin those xi’s for which i6s and which are to be adjoined to B2, also
in an increasing order. Finally adjoin xs+1; : : : ; xt in this order. The obtained chain is
obviously increasing and also lexicographically least in the interval (x; y).
Let us now prove it is unique. Assume there is another chain d which is increasing.
If there is a merging of type 1 which can be done, then the one with the smallest
label has to be done now, because even later this merging will be of type 1 and have
the same label. So d must start with merging of B and all of the x1; : : : ; xs which have
to be adjoined to B1 in increasing order. Then the same argument shows that d must
continue with adjoining of the rest of x1; : : : ; xs in increasing order, and then, nally,
all of xs+1; : : : ; xt in increasing order. This shows that c = d.
Case 2: x= (B), y= (C). It is clear that all edges in the interval (x; y) have labels
of type 2. Hence it is clear that there is a unique increasing chain, which is also
lexicographically least. To obtain it, start with (B) and then insert the elements of CnB
in increasing order.
Case 3: x = B = [B1; B2], y = (C). In this case again it is easy to see that the
lexicographically least chain is increasing. We leave that to the reader. We will however
show that the increasing chain is unique.
Take d to be any increasing chain. Observe that at some point we will have an
edge with label of type 2 in d. It is when we convert some balanced block (call it
D) into an unbalanced block. Because d is increasing, after the conversion all other
edges must have labels of type 2 and before all labels must be of type 1. It is clear
that D must be formed by the jDj least elements of C. According to case 2, there
is a unique increasing chain in ((D); (C)). All of the edges in dj((B);(D)) have labels
of type 1. Hence maxB = maxD and all the insertions are done into block B1. That
denes D = [D1; D2] uniquely (observe that D2 = B2). And according to case 1 there
is a unique rising chain in (B;D). That nishes the proof of this case.
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(2) Also here we have several cases to consider.
Case 1: x=B=(B1; B2), y=B[fag=(B1 [fag; B2), z=C=(C1; C2). Since cj(0^;y)
is lexicographically least in (0^; y) we know that a>maxB. This means that the edge
x  y has a label of type 4. Hence all labels of the chain cj(x; z) are of type 4 and
it is clear that they occur in increasing order (since cj(x; z) is lexicographically least in
(x; z)). We conclude that a=min(CnB). Therefore B consists of the k least elements
of C, and the chain c is lexicographically least in (0^; z).
Case 2: x = B = (B1; B2), y = B [ fag = (B1 [ fag; B2), z = (C). Again, like in
the previous case, we know that a>maxB. And so all edges of cj(x; z) are of type 4.
But then it is impossible to obtain an unbalanced block as a result. This gives us a
contradiction.
Case 3: x=B=[B1; B2], y=(B)=(B1[B2), z=(C). Edge x  y is of type 2, hence
all of the edges of the chain cj(y;z) are of type 2. Assume there exists a 2 CnB such
that a<maxB. Let y0=[B1[fag; B2]. Then x  y0<z and the label of x  y0 is less
than the label of x  y (they are of dierent types). This contradicts the assumption
that cj(x; z) is lexicographically least in (x; z). Hence B consists of the k least elements
of C.
Furthermore cj(0^;y) is lexicographically least in (0^; y), so B1 = ;. These two facts
together allow us to conclude that the chain c is lexicographically least in (0^; z).
This nishes the proof.
We state implications obtained from the shellability of Pure(n; k).
Corollary 3.4. (1) n; k is shellable for k >n=2. In particular 

n; k ; k >n=2; has the
homotopy type of a wedge of equal-dimensional spheres and its homology groups are
torsion-free:
~Hj(n; k) =
(
Z(2
n−1−1)( n−1k−1 ) for j = n− k;
0 otherwise:
(2) For general n; k; ~H(n; k) is free abelian resp. trivial in the k − 4 highest
relevant dimensions:
~Hn−k(n; k) = Z
(2n−1−1)( n−1k−1 )
~Hj(n; k) = 0 for n− 2k + 36j6n− k − 1:
Proof. (1) n; k is a pure lattice for k >n=2. The ranks of its free homology groups
are obtained by counting maximal lexicographically worst chains under the given
EC-labeling (see Theorem 3.2).
(2) It is easy to see that the simplicial chain groups Cj(n; k) and Cj(Pure(

n; k))
coincide for n − 2k + 36j . On the other hand it is clear that Hj(n; k) depends
exclusively on Cj(n; k) and Cj+1(

n; k). Hence the result follows.
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Unfortunately, it is not known whether n; k is nonpure shellable (see [7,8] for de-
nitions) for k6n=2. In the subsequent sections we derive information on its homology
using spectral sequence methods.
4. The spectral sequence
Given a subcomplex C0 of a chain complex C, the associated short exact sequence of
chain complexes induces a long exact sequence in homology. Under suitable conditions
the latter allows to derive H(C) from H(C0) and H(C; C0). Analogously, a sequence
of subcomplexes of a chain complex C, a so called ltration of C, induces a spectral
sequence which allows to derive information on the homology of C from the relative
homology of subcomplexes.
Formally a spectral sequence is a sequence of bigraded chain complexes (Er;)r>0
together with a sequence of dierentials (dr)r>0, where Er+1 is obtained from Er
by taking homology with respect to the dierential dr . In favorable cases this iter-
ation process is nite and the homology of C can be read o from the nal stage
of the sequence. The sequence is then said to converge to H(C). For details on the
general construction of spectral sequences induced by ltrations we refer to Spanier
[17, Chapter 9, Section 1] or McCleary [15, Chapter 2].
In this section we describe a spectral sequence that converges to the homology of
the order complex of a nite bounded poset. It will serve as our second major tool
to detect homological properties of the intersection lattice of Dn; k -arrangements. A
spectral sequence of this type was rst used by Hanlon [11] to calculate the homology
of generalized Dowling lattices. A concise survey and elementary introduction on the
usage of spectral sequences to compute poset homology can be found in [13].
Let P denote a nite bounded poset, J a lower order ideal in P. Let f : J ! N0 be
an order-preserving map with the additional properties that f(0^)=0 and x<y implies
f(x)<f(y). Such mapping f may be given by a rank function on J or by a linear
extension of the partial order on J . Under the conditions imposed on f the inverse
image of each element in N forms an antichain in J .
We dene an increasing ltration on the simplicial chain complex C(P; @). Let
  : 0^<x0<   <xt < 1^ be a chain in P. Dene the pivot of  , piv( ), to be the
maximal element of   contained in J , the weight of  ; !( ), to be its value under
f; !( ) := f(piv( )). This assignment of weights gives us the ltration of the chain
complex:
Fs(Ct(P)) = hf : 0^<x0<   <xt < 1^ j!( )6sgiZ for t>0; s>0;
F−1(Ct(P)) = f0g for t>0;
with hiZ denoting the linear span of the given chains with integer coecients.
From the denition of the usual simplicial boundary operator,
@(0^<x0<   <xt < 1^) =
tP
i=0
(−1)i(0^<x0<   <x^i <   <xt < 1^)
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for  : 0^<x0<   <xt < 1^ 2 Ct(P), we easily see that it respects the ltration: omit-
ting an element other than the pivot does not alter the weight of the chain. Omitting
piv( ) turns an element below into the pivot, the resulting chain has a strictly lower
weight. Hence @(Fs(C))Fs(C). Moreover the ltration is bounded from below by
denition.
We conclude that it induces a rst quadrant spectral sequence (Er;; d
r)r>0 converg-
ing to H(P) with E0-term given by
E0t; s = Fs(Ct(P))=Fs−1(Ct(P))
= hf : 0^<x0<   <xt < 1^ j!( ) = sgiZ for t>0; s>0:
Depending on our choice of indices the dierentials dr are of bidegree (−1;−r). The
homology of P can be reconstructed by solving extension problems along the columns
of the nal sequence tableau.
We now investigate the dierentials dr; r>0, in more detail. The dierential d0: E0t; s
! E0t−1; s is induced by the simplicial boundary operator @. Let the chain  : 0^<x0<
  <xj−1< piv( )<xj+1<   <xt < 1^ be a generator of E0t; s, then
d0( ) = [@( )] =

tP
i=0
i 6=j
(−1)i(0^<x0<   <x^i <   <xt < 1^)

:
The weight of a chain is lowered by the omission of an element if and only if it is
the pivot which is removed.
For s> 0 we replace the chain complexes (E0; s; d
0) (bidegree d0 = (−1; 0)!) by
isomorphic chain complexes, that is, by chain complexes that in particular yield an
isomorphic sequence of groups under taking homology. The latter allow us to give an
explicit description of the E1-entries of the spectral sequence in terms of reduced sim-
plicial homology of certain subposets of P. There is an obvious isomorphism between
the following chain complexes ‘dividing’ each chain   in P with pivot a> 0^ into two
chains, namely its subchains below and above the pivot:
with ~C denoting the augmented simplicial chain complex of the respective intervals.
We need to use augmented complexes including the empty chain in order to get proper
counterparts for chains which lie entirely in J or except for the pivot entirely outside
J . Notice however that we derive nonreduced simplicial homology from the spectral
sequence. The isomorphism ’ commutes with the boundary operators d0 and , re-
spectively. To see this, note that
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with the usual sign conventions, namely for
cp 2 ~Cp(0^; a), cq 2 ~Cq((a; 1^)\ (PnJ )). Hence ’ is actually a bijective chain map and
we get
E1t; s = Ht(E
0
; s; d
0)
In the case where at least one of the subposets (0^; a), (a; 1^)\(PnJ ) is free in homology,
in particular if homology with rational coecients is considered, we can apply the
algebraic Kunneth theorem and deduce
(4.1)
For s=0 we directly get an explicit description of the E1-entries in terms of simplicial
homology of the poset: The E0-entry E0t;0 equals Ct(PnJ ), the dierential d0 coincides
with the usual simplicial boundary operator @, hence
E1t;0 = Ht(PnJ ): (4.2)
The dierential d1 : E1t; s ! E1t−1; s−1 coincides with the connecting homomorphism
of the triple (Fs(C); Fs−1(C); Fs−2(C)), hence can be described as induced by the
boundary operator @ composed with the projection to the appropriate factor group.
An explicit description of higher dierentials is obtained by a careful analysis of the
construction method for spectral sequences via exact couples { an alternative approach
due to Massey [14]. For details we refer to [15, Section 2:2:3; 4]. We content our-
selves here with providing the explicit descriptions for later use, omitting the lengthy
reformulation which has to be done in our special case. The rth dierential dr , r > 1,
decomposes in two maps involving as intermediate group the image of the map i :
H(Fs−r(C))! H(Fs−1(C)) induced by inclusion:
dr : Ert; s
dr1! im (Ht−1(Fs−r)! Ht−1(Fs−1)) d
r
2! Ert−1; s−r
[c] + im dr−1 7! [@c] = i[a] 7! [a] + im dr−1:
The rst map dr1 is induced by the simplicial boundary operator @, d
r
2 projects the
inverse image of the cycle obtained by dr1 to the factor group E
r
t−1; s−r . The problem
in dealing with higher dierentials actually consists in determining the inverse images
of homology cycles under i (compare Section 6).
5. The spectral sequence applied to ±n; k
Our objective in this section is to derive the E1-tableau of the spectral
sequence for n; k and to draw conclusions on the homology of 

n; k . According to
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the general description of E1-entries given in (4.1) above, this involves the study
of certain subposets of n; k that turn out to have interesting topological properties
on their own. Later on we will extend the discussion of the spectral sequence
to some special features of higher terms and investigate the sequence completely
for 2k; k .
Recall the description of n; k as a lattice of signed graphs in Theorem 2.4. We
dene the ideal J in n; k to be formed by all graphs without unbalanced component.
As order-preserving function f into the natural numbers we choose a linear extension
of the partial order on J . (We keep this choice exible for later applications.) From
the general description of the E1-term (4.1) we see that for each element a 2 J we
have to determine the homology of the lower interval (0^; a) as well as the homology
of (a; 1^) \ (n; k nJ ). Moreover for the entries in the 0th row of the E1-tableau the
homology of (n; k nJ ) is needed.
Our investigation of these subposets of n; k will on the one hand rely on homo-
logical results for ‘k-equal’ lattices n;k which were rst obtained using a recursive
method by Bjorner and Welker [9], and later by the above cited lexicographic shella-
bility for nonpure posets in the work of Bjorner and Wachs [7, Section 6] and on
the other we use results on the intersection lattices of Bn; k; h-arrangements, h<k,
obtained by Bjorner and Sagan [6], also using lexicographic shellability as major
tool.
Consider an element a 2 J . Let A1= : : : =Am be the associated set partition of f1; : : : ; ng.
We can assume that jA1j>   >jAlj> jAl+1j=   = jAmj= 1.
(0^; a); a 2 J : Denote by ai the graph obtained by splitting all nontrivial components
of a except for the component on Ai into singletons. We obtain a decomposition of
(0^; a) as direct product of the intervals (0^; ai). These in turn are isomorphic to ‘k-equal’
lattices on the vertex sets Ai:
(0^; a) =
lY
i=1
(0^; ai) =
lY
i=1
jAij;k :
Using [9, Theorem 4.8(iii)] we conclude that
~Ht(0^; a) 6= 0 , t = n− 2− m− r(k − 2)
for some integer r; l6r6
lX
i=1
 jAij
k

: (5.1)
(a; 1^) \ (n; k nJ ); a 2 J : We use an edge labeling for (a; 1^) \ (n; k nJ ) from [6,
Section 4] where it is shown to be an EL-labeling for n;k; h, h<k. We choose
 = [4]  [n] as label set under lexicographic order and label the edges in (a; 1^) \
(n; k nJ ) as follows:
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Edge type Label
A balanced block A is converted into an unbal- (1;maxA)
anced or adjoined block to the existing
unbalanced block
An unbalanced block A of size k is created (2;maxA)
A singleton fsg is inserted into the (2; s)
unbalanced block
Two balanced blocks Ai; Aj are merged (3;max(Ai [ Aj))
A balanced block A of size k is created (4;maxA)
A singleton fsg is inserted into a balanced (4; s)
block
We have to check that in any interval (b; c) of (a; 1^) \ (n; knJ ) there is a unique in-
creasing maximal chain which is in addition lexicographically least among all maximal
chains in (b; c).
For intervals (b; c) with b 6=a this follows from the fact that (b; c) is isomorphic to an
interval in n;k;k−1, for which the proposed labels give an EL-labeling [6, Theorem 4.4].
Consider an interval (a; c) in (a; 1^)\(n; knJ ), and let U denote the unbalanced block
in c. Observe that an edge leaving a within (a; 1^) \ (n; k nJ ) is of one of the types
described above. It is obvious that there exists an increasing maximal chain   in (a; c).
Assume that there is a maximal chain  in (a; c) with    . We will show that  =,
hence that   is the lexicographically least maximal chain in (a; c) and therefore unique.
Case 1: U contains a nontrivial block of a. The chain   has to start with the
conversion of the nontrivial block Aj of a to an unbalanced block, Aj having the
least maximum out of the blocks of a contained in U . If not, Aj would have to be ad-
joined to the unbalanced block later on, contradicting the fact that   is increasing under
the proposed labeling. Conversion of Aj gives the least possible label for edges
which leave a within (a; c) at all, hence   and  coincide on this rst edge. Let
a denote the element reached with the rst edge of the chains. ( a; c) is an interval
in n;k;k−1, hence there exists a unique increasing maximal chain   in ( a; c).
Uniqueness yields
 d( a;c)= 
and since   is also lexicographically least we conclude
d( a;c)= :
Hence   and  coincide also in ( a; c) and are therefore identical.
Case 2: U is a union of singletons in a. Here   has to start with the creation of an
unbalanced block, namely on the vertex set having least maximum among the k-sets
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in U . Otherwise we get a contradiction to the fact that   increases. This rst edge in
  is the least possible which leaves a within (a; c); following the argument above we
conclude that =  .
According to Theorem 2.3 we have to count decreasing maximal chains in order to
derive the homotopy type of (a; 1^) \ (n; k nJ ).
Case 1: a does not contain any singletons. The rst edge corresponds to the con-
version of a nontrivial balanced block into an unbalanced block, hence it has entry 1
in the rst component of its label. The same holds for all other labels when keeping a
chain decreasing. We conclude that there is one and only one way to build a decreasing
maximal chain, hence
((a; 1^) \ (n; k nJ )) ’ Sm−2: (5.2)
Recall that m denotes the number of blocks in a.
Case 2: a contains singletons, but fewer than k. No decreasing maximal chain can
be formed under the given labeling; hence the corresponding order complex is
contractible.
Case 3: a contains at least k singletons. A decreasing maximal chain has to start
with the creation of an unbalanced block out of the singletons of a, in particular on
a k-set containing the maximum of those. According to our description of the
partition associated to a there are m − l singletons, hence (m−l−1k−1 ) possible choices
for the rst edge. The remaining singletons have to be inserted in decreasing order,
followed by the balanced blocks ordered decreasingly along their maxima. We
conclude that
(5.3)
We summarize the implications on the homology of (a; 1^) \ (n; k n J ) for later
use:
~Ht((a; 1^) \ (n; k nJ )) 6= 0
,

a has no singletons and t = m− 2; or
a has at least k singletons and t = m− k − 1:
(5.4)
n; knJ : We claim that n; knJ admits an EL-labeling, namely the one given above. To
see this we can follow the proof for the subposet (a; 1^)\ (n; knJ ). For intervals (b; c),
b 6= 0^, there is nothing left to show since they are isomorphic to intervals in n;k;k−1.
For an interval (0^; c) the rst edge of an increasing maximal chain has to describe the
creation of an unbalanced k-block A contained in the unbalanced block U of c. To
keep the chain increasing later on, A has to be chosen the set with smallest maximum
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among the k-subsets of U . This gives the least possible edge leaving 0^ within (0^; c),
hence we conclude as above that an increasing maximal chain is lexicographically least
and therefore unique.
A decreasing maximal chain in n; k nJ under the given labeling has to start with
the creation of an unbalanced k-block and can only be continued by insertion
of singletons in decreasing order. Hence the only decreasing maximal chains are
of length n − k − 1. There are ( n−1k−1 ) of those depending on the choice of the rst
k-block:
(5.5)
Ht(n; k nJ ) 6= 0 , t = 0 or t = n− k − 1: (5.6)
We have now gathered all information which is needed to build up the E1-tableau
for n; k . Recall that we have chosen f to be a linear extension of the partial order
on the ideal J . Let us indicate this extension by simply numbering the elements of J ,
J = faig16i6jJ j. Following (4.1) we obtain E1-entries of the form
Using the homology of subposets derived above, (5.1) and (5.4), we conclude
that
E1t; s 6= 0 ,
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
as has no singletons and
t = n− 2− r(k − 2) for some integer r;
l6r6
Xl
i=1
b jAijk c or
as has at least k singletons and
t = n− 3− (r + 1)(k − 2) for some integer r;
l6r6
Xl
i=1
b jAijk c:
(5.7)
For entries in the 0th row of the E1-tableau (compare (4.2)) we obtain from (5.6)
E1t;0 6= 0 , t = 0 or t = n− k − 1: (5.8)
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Theorem 5.1. The reduced homology of n; k can be nontrivial only in two (k − 2)-
periodic series; namely in dimensions
n− 2− r(k − 2) and
n− 3− r(k − 2) for r>1:
For k>5; ~H (n; k) is free abelian in dimensions
n− 2− r(k − 2) for r>1:
Proof. We depict entries of sequence tableaus as squares on an integer grid. From
what we derived above we easily see that the nonzero entries of the E1-tableau for
n; k concentrate in a series of column pairs (E
1
n−2−r(k−2);; E
1
n−3−r(k−2);)r>1.
Regarding the bidegree of higher dierentials and the recovering of H(n; k) by
solving extension problems along the columns of the nal sequence tableau we obtain
the result stated above.
Remark 5.2. From the spectral sequence we can reprove the results on the homol-
ogy groups ~H(n; k) that we obtained above from the shellability of Pure(

n; k)
(Corollary 3.4(2)).
We shortly sketch the proof of Remark 5.2. Choose f to be a linear extension of
the partial order on J on all elements which have more than one block and assign a
single value fmax to all elements which consist of a balanced n-block. We get entries
in the rightmost column of the E1-tableau only in rows which correspond to elements
of the latter type. For those (0^; a) = n;k and (a; 1^)\ (n; knJ )=;. In the column next
to the left we only get an entry in the 0th row; compare (5.5). Using [9, Corollary
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4.6(i)] we conclude that
The only nontrivial dierential dfmax which occurs on the rightmost column pair can
be shown to be surjective. A more detailed discussion will be given in Section 6.
Hence we obtain
~Hn−k(n; k) = Z(2
n−1−1)( n−1k−1 );
~Hn−k−1(n; k) = 0:
Conjecture 5.3. The results of Section 6 on ~H(2k; k) as well as further investiga-
tions on higher dierentials in the general case lead us to conjecture that ~Ht(n; k) is
torsion-free and is nonzero if and only if t = n − 2 − r(k − 2) for some integer r,
16r6b nk c.
6. The homology of ±2k;k
We give a complete analysis of the spectral sequence for 2k; k . A detailed study
of higher dierentials is needed, involving explicit descriptions of generating
homology cycles for relevant subposets. We nish with deriving the homology of
2k; k .
As the ideal J in 2k; k we take as above the ideal formed by all elements which
do not have an unbalanced component. For dening the order-preserving map f on J
we make use of the fact that elements of the same partition type build an antichain in
2k; k :
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f(a) =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
0 for a= 0^;
1 if type(a) = (k; 1; : : : ; 1);
2 if type(a) = (k; k);
3 if type(a) = (k + 1; 1; : : : ; 1);
4 if type(a) = (k + 2; 1; : : : ; 1);
...
k + 2 if type(a) = (2k) for a 2 J:
(6.1)
From the partition types we deduce that we get nontrivial entries in the E1-tableau
only in the rows 0; 1; 2 and k + 2 (compare (5.7) and (5.8)). We list the entries by
indicating the isomorphism, resp. homotopy type of subposets they stem from.
We sketch the tableaux for the rst and for the following stages of the spectral
sequence in the appendix.
Because of its bidegree, the dierential d1 can be nontrivial only in two cases,
namely on E11;1 and E
1
2;2. We describe generators of the involved sequence entries:
As a generator for E10;0 we can take the homology class given by an arbitrary element
of 2k; k nJ :
E10;0 = hfu j u 2 2k; k nJg j (u  v)u;v22k; knJ iZ:
To describe generators for entries in E11;1 we sketch the relevant subposet above
and below an element a consisting of a balanced k-block, say on f1; : : : ; kg, and k
singletons.
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Above a we get a two-component poset, consisting of a single element a obtained by
creation of an unbalanced block on fk+1; : : : ; 2kg and a subposet with minimal element
a obtained by conversion of the balanced block in a into an unbalanced one. The
embedded boolean algebra Bk corresponds to the one-by-one insertion of k singletons
upto the unbalanced block in a. The 2k−1 remaining elements above a are obtained
by the creation of a balanced k-block on fk + 1; : : : ; 2kg. A generator a is hence
represented by
(0^<a<a< 1^)− (0^<a<u< 1^);
where u is any element in ( a; 1^). We write for short a = [(a; a)− (a; u)], hence
E11;1 = ha j a 2 J; type(a) = (k; 1; : : : ; 1)iZ:
To give a description of the generators for the E12;2-entries we again sketch the
corresponding subposet for a pivot element p 2 J with two balanced k-blocks.
We adopt the notation from the gure and obtain the following representative for a
generator c of E12;2:
c = [(b; p; v)− (b; p; u)− (a; p; v) + (a; p; u)];
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hence
E12;2 = hc j c 2 J; type(c) = (k; k)iZ:
The dierential d1 applied to the described generators a of E11;1 resp. c of E
1
2;2
gives
d1[a] = [@a] = [a − a− u+ a] = [a]− [u] = 0 in E10;0d1[c]
= [@c] = [(b; u)− (b; v)] + [(a; v)− (a; u)] = b + a in E11;1:
Hence d1 turns out to be zero on E11;1 and we deduce
E20;0 = E10;0 = im d1 = E10;0 = Z;
E21;1 = ker d1 = im d1 = E11;1 = im d1:
From the description of d1 acting on E12;2, we see that generators of E
1
1;1 indexed with
elements of complementary block structure get identied up to sign in E21;1 whereas
generators indexed with elements of the same block structure get identied. Hence
generators of E21;1 can be indexed by k-subsets of f1; : : : ; 2kg where complementary
sets get identied:
E21;1 = Z(
2k
k )
1
2 : = Z( 2k−1k−1 ):
Moreover we deduce
E22;2 = ker d1 = Z(
2k
k )(22k−3−2k−1)+( 2k−1k−1 ):
For a sketch of the E2-tableau see Appendix.
The next nontrivial dierential occurs on the (k + 1)st stage of the sequence,
dk+1: Ek+12; k+2 ! Ek+11;1 . Recall the decomposition of higher dierentials mentioned in
Section 4:
dk+1: Ek+12; k+2
dk+11−! im(H1(F1) i!H1(Fk+1)) d
k+1
2−!Ek+11;1 :
We claim that dk+1 is surjective. Generators of Ek+11;1 = E21;1 can be indexed by (k−1)-
sets S in f1; : : : ; 2k − 1g
S = [(a; z)− (a; z0)];
where we have chosen a representative with
a denoting an element of J with completely positive signed component on S [ f2kg
and singletons elsewhere,
z denoting the element obtained from a by creation of an unbalanced component
on the singletons,
z0 denoting the element outside J with unbalanced component on S [ f2kg and
completely positive signed component on the remaining vertices.
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For this and all following notations we refer to the gure below showing the relevant
part of 2k; k schematically.
Take the cycle
in Ek+12; k+2 = E12; k+2, the generator corresponding to the subposets below and above
the completely positive signed graph u on f1; : : : ; 2kg as pivot. Applying dk+11 we
obtain
dk+11 ([]) = [(a; p)− (b; p) + (b; y)− (c; y) + (c; x)− (a; x)] 2 H1(Fk+1):
To apply dk+12 we have to determine an inverse image of d
k+1
1 ([]) under i in H1(F1).
Dene a simplicial chain  2 C2(Fk+1):
 = (b; y; y)− (a; x; x) + (a; p; z0)− (b; p; z0) + (c; x; x)− (c; y; y):
The boundary which we obtain from  in C1(Fk+1) allows us to deduce:
dk+11 ([]) = [(b; y)− (b; z0) + (a; z0)− (a; x) + (c; x)− (c; y)] 2 H1(F1):
Inserting (c; d)− (c; d) and (a; z)− (a; z) gives
dk+11 ([]) =−[(b; z0)− (b; y)]− [(a; z)− (a; z0)] + [ (c; d)− (c; y)]
− [(c; d)− (c; x)] + [(a; z)− (a; x)]=: ~:
Recalling how generators of E11;1 got identied in E
2
1;1 we conclude
dk+12 ([@]) = d
k+1
2 (i( ~)) = ~=−a − b + c − c + S = S :
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Hence dk+1 is surjective and we obtain
Ek+21;1 = E21;1=im dk+1 = 0;
Ek+22; k+2 = ker dk+1 = Z(2
2k−1−1)( 2k−1k−1 )
while all other entries remain.
The last nontrivial dierential we have to examine is dk+2 : Ek+2k;k+2 ! Ek+2k−1;0. We
claim that dk+2 is surjective. We point out already here that the following discussion
can in complete analogy be carried through to the ‘rightmost’ nontrivial dierential
dfmax in the case of general n; k, which we had claimed to be surjective in our short
argument following Remark 5.2.
To describe generators of Ek+2k−1;0 = E1k−1;0 recall the discussion of EL-shellability for
n; k nJ in Section 5. Generating homology cycles of H(n; k nJ ) are in one-to-one
correspondence with (k − 1)-sets S in f1; : : : ; 2k − 1g=: [2k − 1]. Namely they are
indexed by decreasing chains cS , which describe the creation of an unbalanced block
on S [ f2kg and the insertion of singletons in decreasing order. For each (k − 1)-set
S in [2k − 1] there is a boolean algebra on [2k]nS imbedded in 2k; k nJ :
: B[2k]nS ! 2k; k nJ
T 7! (T ) =

graph with single nontrivial
unbalanced component on T [ S:
Since cS is the unique decreasing chain in im  the cycle cS obtained as image of the
generating cycle of H(B[2k]nS) is a generating cycle of Hk−1(

2k; k nJ ). In particularcS j S 2 2k − 1k − 1

is the homology basis given by the lexicographic shelling (cf. Theorem 2.3)(2)).
To describe generators of Ek+2k;k+2 = E1k;k+2 we argue as follows. Let u denote the
element of J given by the completely positive signed graph on 2k vertices. The interval
(0^; u) is isomorphic to 2k; k . Generating homology cycles in dimension k − 1 can also
be indexed by (k − 1)-sets S in [2k − 1], according to the usual lexicographic shelling
of ‘k-equal’ lattices [7, Section 6]. Let
S j S 2

2k − 1
k − 1

be the induced homology basis. We get an explicit description of the generators S as
above by embedding a boolean algebra on [2k]nS in 2k; k , assigning to T 2 [2k]nS the
graph with completely positive signed component on S [ T and singletons elsewhere.
Observe that S andcS dier only by the fact that elements occurring in the chains have
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a single nontrivial component which is completely positive signed resp. unbalanced.
Let S be of the form S =
P
ztst ; st denoting k-element chains in (0^; u); zt integer
coecients. Extending each st by the top-element 1^ to a chain s0t , we obtain generators
for Ek+2k;k+2:
0S =
X
zts0t for S 2

2k − 1
k − 1

:
The dierential dk+2 decomposes into
dk+2: Ek+2k;k+2
dk+21−! im(Hk−1(F0) i−!Hk−1(Fk+1)) d
k+2
2−!Ek+2k−1;1:
Evaluating dk+21 on 
0
S we obtain
dk+21 [
0
S ] = [@
0
S ] = [(−1)kS ]:
We overcome the problem of determining an inverse image under i showing that i
is in fact an isomorphism. We can even give its inverse explicitly.
Denote by ~

2k; k the poset obtained from 

2k; k by removing all elements consisting
of a balanced 2k-block. Observe that
H(Fk+1) = H( ~

2k; k):
Consider the poset pure( ~

2k; k). Since chains in ~

2k; k that contain an element with
more than one nontrivial component have at most 3 elements, the simplicial chain
groups Cj(Pure( ~

2k; k)) and Cj( ~

2k; k) coincide for j>3. Dene a poset map f on the
proper part of pure( ~

2k; k) to itself. Dene it to be the identity on elements outside
Pure( ~

2k; k)\ J and to convert the single balanced component of an element in J into
an unbalanced component. It can be easily seen that f is a closure operator, hence
applying a corollary of the Order Homotopy Theorem [2, Cor. (10.12)] we conclude
that imf is a (strong) deformation retract of Pure( ~

2k; k) and that f is a homotopy
inverse of the inclusion j: imf ! Pure( ~2k; k). Hence j  f = idH , in particular
j#  f# is chain homotopy equivalent to the identity on C(Pure( ~2k; k)). From degree
3 on, j# coincides with the inclusion
i#: Cj(F0) = Cj(imf)! Cj( ~2k; k) = Cj(Fk+1)
and is chain homotopy inverse to
f#: Cj(Fk+1)! Cj(F0):
We conclude that i  f = (id)Hk−1(Fk+1) and
[S ] = i  f[S ] = i[cS ]:
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Evaluating dk+22 on i[cS ] we nally obtain
dk+2[0S ] = (−1)k [cS ]:
We thus proved that dk+2 is surjective and conclude
Ek+3k−1;0 = Ek+2k−1;0=im dk+2 = 0;
Ek+3k;k+2 = ker dk+2 = Z(2
2k−1−1)( 2k−1k−1 );
while no other sequence entries change.
No further nontrivial dierentials occur, hence with Ek+3; we have reached the nal
stage of the spectral sequence. Recalling that we obtain H(2k; k) by vertical summa-
tion in the nal sequence tableau we can state:
Theorem 6.1. The reduced homology of the lattice 2k; k is nontrivial only in dimen-
sions 2 and k:
~H 2(2k; k) =Z
(22k−3−2k−1+22k−2)( 2kk );
~Hk(2k; k) =Z
(22k−1−1)( 2k−1k−1 ):
7. On the complement of subspace arrangements of type D
In this section we state the implications of our results on the topology of Dn; k -
arrangements. In particular, we will be concerned with the cohomology of their com-
plements in Rn using the following fundamental result of Goresky and MacPherson
[10].
Theorem 7.1. Let A be a linear subspace arrangement;L(A) its intersection lattice.
Then the cohomology of the complement of A; MA = Rnn
S
A; is given by
(7.1)
Let Mn; k denote the complement of Dn; k in Rn; ( ~

n; k)
t := rk ~H
t
(Mn; k) its tth
reduced Betti number. We obtain the following results on the cohomology of Mn; k :
Corollary 7.2. (1) The cohomology of Mn; k is zero in any dimension which does not
belong to one of the following (k − 2)-periodic series:
r(k − 2);
r(k − 2) + 1 for r>0:
For k>5; ~H

(Mn; k) is free abelian in dimensions
r(k − 2) for r>0:
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(2) For k >n=2 the cohomology ofMn; k is free abelian. The only nontrivial reduced
cohomology group occurs in dimension k − 2 with Betti number
( ~

n; k)
k−2 =
nP
j=k
(2j − 1)

n
j

j − 1
k − 1

:
(3) For n = 2k; ~H

(Mn; k) is free abelian and nonzero cohomology groups only
occur in dimensions k − 2 and 2k − 4:
( ~

2k; k)
k−2 =
2kP
j=k
(2j − 1)

2k
j

j − 1
k − 1

;
( ~

2k; k)
2k−4 = (22k − 2k)

2k
k

:
Proof (sketch). In order to apply the Goresky{MacPherson formula (7.1) one needs
to classify lower intervals in n; k and to count those with isomorphic homology. In
previous sections the structure of lower intervals in n; k was claried: for a 2 n; k
with associated set partition U=A1= : : : =Am; U the unbalanced block, A1; : : : ; Al; l6m
the nontrivial balanced blocks, we obtain the following isomorphism:
(0^; a) = jU j;k jA1j;k     jAlj;k :
The ‘k-equal’ lattices have torsion-free homology, their Betti numbers are known from
the work of Bjorner and Welker [9] and Bjorner and Wachs [7]. The Kunneth theorem
on the homology of product spaces applies in its simplest form and yields partial (resp.
complete) results on the homology of lower intervals in n; k (resp: 

n; k); k >n=2, and
2k; k from Theorems 5.1, and Corollary 3.4(2). These translate directly to the stated
results on the cohomology of Mn; k , using easy counting arguments on the number of
intervals of a xed homology type in the cases k >n=2 and n= 2k.
Appendix
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